Assignment 3

SEM 1: Confirmatory Factor Analysis
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Please hand in a .pdf file containing your report and the .csv file that has been generated. The deadline of
this assignment is Thursday April 23 15:00.

Measurement invariance & homogeneity testing
In this assignment, you will use the same personal subset of the Generic Conspiracist Beliefs Scale data
as you used last week. Download the file data.csv from canvas, which I obtained from https://
openpsychometrics.org/_rawdata/. You can load the data in R as follows:

FullData <- na.omit(read.csv("data.csv"))
Next, run the following code in R (replace ... with your student number, or your birthday (YYYMMDD) if
you do not have a student number):

studentNumber <- ...
set.seed(studentNumber)
Data <- FullData[sample(1:nrow(FullData), 500), ]

We will make one change to the data and add a group variable indicating if people obtained a university
degree (1) or not (0):

Data$university <- 1*(Data$education >= 3)

Now, write the csv file to your working directory:

write.csv(Data,paste0("conspiracyData_a3_",studentNumber,".csv"), row.names = FALSE)

If you work with Onyx, you may instead export the following files with datasets per group:

write.csv(Data[Data$university == 0,],
paste0("conspiracyData_a3_nouni_",studentNumber,".csv"),
row.names = FALSE)
write.csv(Data[Data$university == 1,],
paste0("conspiracyData_a3_uni_",studentNumber,".csv"),
row.names = FALSE)
If you do not use R, let someone run this code for you and send you the csv file (do use your own student
number). As a reminder, this dataset contains your personal n = 500 subset of a larger dataset in which
the Generic Conspiracist Beliefs Scale (?, ?) was administered. This scale aims to measure “government
malfeasance” (GM), “extraterrestrial cover-up” (ET), “malevolent global conspiracies” (MG), “personal
wellbeing” (PW), and “control of information” (CI).
The aim of this assignment is to investigate if higher educated people differ in their conspiracy beliefs.
Normally if, e.g., weak invariance does not hold, we would not test further levels of measurement invariance.
For the purpose of exercising, however, you may continue testing further levels of invariance even if an
earlier level does not hold. Note: if you use Jasp, you cannot test for partial invariance and it is sufficient to
only state which parameters you would test not constrain equal across groups.
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Question 1 (2 points) Fit a configural invariance model to the data (1 point) and judge if configural

invariance holds (1 point). You may use either the original CFA model or your previously adjusted CFA
model from assignment.

Question 2 (1 point) Using the model from Question 4, test if weak invariance holds or, if not, if partial

weak invariance holds.



Question 3 (1 point) Using the model from Question 5, test if strong invariance holds or, if not, if

partial strong invariance holds.



Question 4 (1 point) Using the model from Question 6, test if strict invariance holds or, if not, if partial

strict invariance holds.



Question 5 (2 points) Investigate if people with a university degree differ in their variances (1 point)

and mean levels (1 point) on the five latent traits, and interpret the results. You may use either the strong
or the strict invariance model for this purpose, depending on if you judged strict invariance to hold in
Question 7.


Latent growth models
Download the file “smoking.csv” from Canvas and load the data. This is a subset of the LISS panel data on
health (https://www.dataarchive.lissdata.nl, please do not share the data). The data file contains
answers of subjects on the question “How many cigarettes (including rolling tobacco) [did/do] you smoke on
average per day?” in the period 2008 to 2011. Only subjects with no missing data are included. We may be
interested in the following latent growth curve model:
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Question 6 (2 points) Fit the model above (1 point) and judge the fit (1 point)


Question 7 (1 point) Investigate the estimated parameters. Did the subjects, on average, reported an

increase or a decrease in the amount they smoked? Did people also differ in this increase or decrease?
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